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In a course entitled 'The Art of Confes-
sion and Autobiography,' a student wrote an 
outspoken, moving, and quite impassioned 
letter to the teacher explaining his reasons 
for not completing a course paper. He felt 
that his previous papers had been dishonest 
because they were shrewdly styled to fit his 
teacher's expectations, and were not adequ-
ately reflective of his own ideas and creat-
ive capacity. But, now it was implied, he 
would write only creatively, and would cat-
er neither to grades, institutions, nor teach· 
ers. The letter was read aloud in class, 
and the response was strong and enthusiast-
ic, as other students soon came forward to 
candidly confess their inability to write per-
sonally satisfying papers, and to voice their 
disenchantment with academic pressures 
and the stultifying effects of compulsory pa-
pers and grades. 
I shrank painfully back into my chair, 
aware that I too was guilty of a similar act-
ion, while I was reminded all too vividly of 
the technique I had used in writing the same 
paper for this course. The assignment had 
been to write a short paper comparing Kaf-
ka's Letter to His Father with Thomas De 
Quincey's Confess ions of an Opium Eater, 
and it was implicit that we could attack the 
problem any way we wished, but that we 
were to use no outside sources. Yet, some-
how my hands were peculiarly handcuffed. 
I had a few creative ideas, but: they were so 
fragile, and were held together so tenously, • 
that I found myself groping desperately for 
some clue or cushion, for anything that mi-
ght give me something to lean on. I could 
attach the problem in any way I saw approp-
riate, and had complete leeway in all direc-
tions, and yet, because of some internal ob-
stacle, I had, in fact, no freedom at all. I 
would keep jabbing· at the material, but was 
somehow fearful of a strong plunge. Final-
ly, I extracted all the surface material, ca-: 
refully tied it into a neat package, and pass 
ed it along to the teacher, mildly satisfied 
that I had finished. 
But, I now felt compelled to do some 
serious soul-searching. Why should a stu-
dent have so much trouble in completing an 
assignment which required independent 
thought? And why should there be such re-
vulsion and opposition against such a paper? 
The causes for both of these problems, I re-
alized, overlapped, but I was immediately 
able to answer the second question. Since 
it was in the nature of the course to analyze 
autobiographical and confessional literature, 
and to consider its honesty and objectivity, 
it was a natural reflex for a student to also 
look more deeply within himself, and to scr-
utinize closely the honesty of his own writ-
ing. The nature of the first assignment im-
plemented this tendency. Each student was 
asked to write a soul-searching letter to his 
father or mother in the genre of Kafka's Let· 
ter to his Father. This assignment had, 
for me personally, a powerful impact. For 
the first time at Bar~, I ripped into an ass-
ignment with a fiery passion, and at its com· 
pletion experienced a rare and remarkable 
catharsis. The other letters that were read 
aloud in class were masterfully done, and 
were the most remarkably imaginative and 
emotionally satisfying pieces that I have ev-
er come across inside the classroom. It 
was therefore no surprise to find that having 
once tasted this freedom from the insipid 
shackles of conventional papers, it was 
much more difficult for the student to return 
to the paper gristmill. And although the 
assignment on De Quincey and Kafka was by 
no means uninteresting, it still had the chal-
ky aroma of academia. Since it was to be 
graded it caused the student, almost by re-
flex, to lower his sights and narrow his vis-
ion. 
Another reason for a student's difficul-
ty in writing papers might be his unpleasant 
experiences with papers in the past. When 
the student had first approached his papers 
he probably had strong ambitions and glor-
ioud pipedreams, and perhaps envisioned 
himself as shocking the academic world 
with his magnificent erudition. But he 
would repeatedly be disappointed as his skil-
ls would never quite seem to match his des-
ires. His powers of organization and style 
and his grasp of material would seem feeble. 
overshadowed by the awesome competence 
of the critics and commentators. nconsci-
ously fearful of a letdown, he would procras· 
tinate as long as possible, and would gener-
ally wait until the deadline to begin his pap-
er; at which point he would have a ready-
made excuse: He had no time to do a good 
job. And how easy it would be to fall into 
this cycle! Because of the lack of time and 
confidence he would totally ignore or at 
best, tiptoe timidly through the primary 
sources, and then, nakedly plunge headlong 
into the secondary ones. And why not? 
Since these scholars had devoted years of 
time and mellowed wisdom in arriving at 
their conclusions, what right had a novice 
with little time and less patience, to compe· 
te with or contradict them? Whatever he 
could do, the student reasoned, the schol-
ars could do better, and why therefore not 
use the best possible resources? Soon he 
would become almost totally dependent up-
on someone else's opinions, and would ulti-
mately be doing nothing more than a clever 
act of juggling and juxtaposing, without bot-
hering to interact creatively with the mater-
ial. So engulfed in the morass of facts, 
notes, and material would he become, that 
it became too complicated and too trucing to 
draw his own conclusiop.s. The num~.rs 
and outline were al:r;eady given as in a 
'paint-by-numbers' mural; all that remain-
ed for him to do was use the proper colors 
for the appropriate number. And yet, at 
the same time, he would still experience a 
nagging sense of guilt that he was not using 
his own powers properly, and a disturbing 
feeling of frustration that he was not accom 
plishing something worthwhile; the task of 
writing each successive paper had become 
a painful procession of tedious and unrewar-
ding phenomena. 
But we have still to touch upon the deep-
er causes of this dilemma. Shifting the fo-
cus, for a moment, we notice that the stud-
ent had been, to some extent, a helpless in-
nocent and a sacrificial lamb to certain inv-
idious currents of the school and society at 
large. One of these is the implicit idea that 
every student must be a somebody, and 
should constantly be proving his excellence 
and worth. He must not be satisfied with 
what he is but must constantly strive to be 
what he is not. One of the products and one 
of the perpet uators of this process is grade-
s, as they set up a host of actions and react-
ions that are generally injurious to the stud-
ent. But there is a quieter and more subtle 
destroyer, which to a large degree is creat-
ed by the teachers themselves. The teacher 
having al read wrestled and come to t rms 
with his material, often forgets that the stu-
dent must go through a similar process if 
the material is to be meaningful. But per-
haps forgetfulness is an unfair term to use, 
but when it comes to the actual classroom 
situation, his perspective more often than 
not seems to become clouded, and he gets 
carried away. Anxious to distribute a well-
organized body of facts, he dishes out the 
information either glibly or heavy-handedly. 
The student in turn, is belittled and awed 
by the vast piles of information, and though 
he might enter the classroom with an intell-
igent and enthusiastic smile, he is probably 
harboring a sense of inferiority, and also 
becoming increasingly dependent upon the 
teacher for his material. Because of the 
mass media, which makes easily accessible 
to the student the best in records, in movies 
and books, he already has the feeling that 
everything that can be done has been done 
and that it would be exceedingly difficult to 
add something new, personal and significant 
to the world. But, instead of throwing the 
student a life preserver in the form of en-
couragement and suggestions for new resea-
rch, the teacher slips him an anchor with 
which_the student drowns. Then, with an 
infinite sense of timing, the teacher asks 
the student to act independently, work on 
his own, and write an original, creative and 
meaningful paper. 
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FACULTY MEETS ON CURRICULAR 
CHANGE 
by Michael Roddy 
In an orderly session on Wednesday, 
April 30, the faculty met to revise the 
curriculum of the college. Voting on a 
report from the Curriculum Committee, a 
group composed of students and faculty, a 
proposal was approved which changed the 
lower college .course load from five three-
credit courses to four four-credit courses. 
The committee's recommendations for a 
pass-fail grading system, a more formal 
audit procedure, and a program to give 
students credit for work done outside the 
classroom were also approved. 
This was the first meeting at which 
five students, one from student Senate, 
three chosen by the senate, and one Obser-
ver reporter, were allowed to attent, al-
though only a reporter was present be-
cause the senate had not yet had time to 
choose the other students. These students 
will be allowed to listen, take notes, read 
all the literature which is distributed, 
drink the faculty's coffee, but not ask 
questions or make any suggestions. 
The four course program adopted at 
this meeting will, the Curriculum Commi-
ttee report said, ' ... help to relieve some 
of the pressure on course enrollments ... 
[andJ it will eliminate the troublesome is-
sue of three and/or four credit options.' 
Acting as spokesman for the report Dr. 
Pierce said, 'It seems now that we are 
asking students who are just entering to 
play more games than those who have 
been here 3 or 4 years and know how to 
play the game. ' 
Before the committee's proposal was 
passed the faculty voted to double the num-
ber of times frashman level courses meet 
each week. This was done to maintain 
Bard's standing with the state. Albany 
has already given special dispensation for 
four credits to be given for two hours of 
class time in the upper college. In the 
sophomore year the student is taken up 
with moderation but in the freshman year 
the additional session is needed to justify 
four credits. Mrs. Sugatt also said that 
many freshmen have complained that they 
have too little work. 
The pass-fail grade was adopted on a 
voluntary basis throughout the college. It 
will be up to the discretion of the instruc-
tor, with the approval of the division, 
whether he gives grades of H(honor), P 
(pass), or F (fail), or conventional grades. 
Defending the Curriculum Committee re-
port Dr. Rosenthal said pass-fail would 
be particularly advantageous in courses 
outside of the instructor's 'professional' 
area of competence and in large courses 
in which the instructor cannot know every 
student sufficiently to warrant more accur-
SENATE 
SE ATE CO SIDERS RESTRUCTURING 
PROPOSALS 
There was some regular business, 
but Monday's Senate meeting was a long 
two hours. On the small side, money was 
allocated for refreshments for the fete in 
Blithewood on Friday and also for the fac-
ulty - student softball game. 
The EPC report from Mr. Clancy re-
vealed that the results of a questionnaire 
show students overwhelmingly in favor of 
anthropology courses being offered next 
fall. The faculty evaluation questionnaire 
is soon to be completed. There was some 
criticism of the way it is to be handed out 
(by the professors, in class) but Mr. Clan-
cy emphatically defended this manner of 
distribution. 
Clancy then brought up the matter of 
quiet dorms and Bruce Lieberman reveal-
ed that no student organization had been 
consulted about them and are therefore 
possibly not valid. Bob Melnick, HPC 
chairman, was not present, so the discus-
sion was tabled. 
Dean Selinger said that the Bard King 
program has been cut to five students 
next semester, and he feels very upset 
about this. He then went on about off cam-
pus housing. The old notion of Bard being 
a purely residential school is not realistic. 
He would like to see a dorm setup along 
the Swedish fashion ·of student co-ops. 
The dean said that more students will be 
given freedom to move off campus for 
next semester. 
The Dean's principal reason for atten-
dence was to read a memo he had sent to 
all Senators (though not all had recieved 
it) on a proposal for changes in the decis-
ion making procedure. He would investig-
ate what individuals and groups should be 
empowered to make decisions in terms of 
relative impact, knowlege, and concern. 
He wotild then set up a workable govern-
ment. Senate Chairman Lieberman then 
gave a compelling speech in which he pro-
posed a system of constituency veto. Each 
of the three powers, faculty, administrat-
ion, and students would have a veto on any 
decision affecting it. If a proposal were 
vetoed, it would then be turned over to the 
Community Advisory Board for debate, 
arbitration and settlement. Lieberman 
pointed out that such action would bring the 
constituencies into closer comminication, 
resulting in a more equitable settlement 
for all parties. 
The Dean defended his proposal, but 
Lieberman made the important distinction 
that the result of the Dean's proposal 
would be a governmental structure which 
would fail of its own complexity, whereas 
what is needed is a decision-making pro-
cess which would fairly and rationally con-
sider the consequences of any major pro-
posal. The Dean left the meeting, and fur-
ther action on the question was tabled un-
til next week. 
After several other minor problems 
being cleared up, Senate adjourned. 
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ate grades. Mr. Wanning objected that 
with pass-fail a student would have only a 
very vague idea of his performance. 
The plan adopted for a more formal 
audit will give 'R-credit,' for registration 
credit,. to students who register for the 
course and whose attendence is taken but 
who do not do the graded work. It will be 
noted on transcripts that the course was 
taken for 'registration credit, not academ-
ic credit.' The 'R-credit' will be useful 
when, for example, a student wishes to 
change di vis ions and wants to show that he 
has had some kind of exposure to the mat-
erial. 
A program to allow students to earn 
academic credit for work outside of the 
normal course structure was also approv-
ed. Under this new program a student 
will be able to earn credit for teaching in 
the Red Hook schools, taking instruct ion 
on instruments not taught at the college, 
and for projects similar to these. No mo-
re than twelve credits may be earned in 
this manner and they must be earned four 
at a time. The student's program must 
be sponsored by two faculty members and 
is subject to divisional approval. 
In other reports Dean Selinger announ-
ced that plans for a disadvantaged student 
program have been curtailed because funds 
for the Office of Economic Opportunity 
have been cut. The Dean also said he was 
looking for help in preparing a new edition 
of the college catalog. 
Mr. Wilson, speaking on behalf of the 
Library and Bookstore Committee, said 
that $1, 000 has been added to the purchas-
ing budgent of the library for Black studies. 
He said ways of making the Vassar library 
more available were being investigated 
and that he is looking for two students to 
work as researchers on the committee. 
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E~IAL 
Monday night's Student Senate meeting 
raised what is the most vital and pressing 
need now facing Bard College: The need 
for a sound dee is ion-making process in 
which students, faculty, and administrat-
ion would be able to jointly consider major 
proposals and arrive at a mutually agree-
able settlement. Without such a procedur 
clearly established, Bard will continue to 
be the victim of a dangerous tyranny in 
which major proposals affecting the com-
munity can be implemented by one segmen 
of it without the knowledge or consent of 
another segment. An example is the fac-
ulty meeting of last week in which inajor 
curricular changes were adopted without 
consulting the students. That the adopted 
changes were mostly beneficial to the stu-
tlents is a matter of luck. Next time we 
may not be so lucky. Perhaps next it will 
be the faculty who is the victim of the sys-
tem, when the administration unilaterally 
decides to increase enrollment or course 
loads. 
It is imperative that a workable plan 
for restructuring the dee is ion-making pro 
cess be adopted as soon as possible, both 
to forestall potentially harmful unilateral 
act ions, and to allow consideration of 
workable curricular improvements. Such 
a plan would guarantee the right to multi-
lateral discussion of any proposal directly 
affecting the vital interests of students, 
faculty, or administration, and give each 
of these constituent groups a veto on any 
proposal deleterious to its welfare. 
For this reason the Observer endors-
es the proposal made by Senate Chairman 
Bruce Lieberman, and urges that it be ad-
opted by the college. Only then can we 
avoid the tyranny of unilateral action or 
the labyrinth of an endless bureaucracy. 
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Those who profess to favour freedom yet depreeate agi-
tation, are men who want crops without plowing up the 
ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning. 
They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many 
waten. 
. . . Power concedes nothing without demand. It nevet 
did and it never will. Find out just what any people will 
quietly submit to and you have found out the exact 
measure of injustice and wrong which will be imposed 
upon them, and these will continue till they are resisted 
with either words er blows, or with both. The limits of 
tyrants ue prescribed by the endurance of those whom 
they oppress. FREDERIC DOUGLAS 
West India Emancipation Speec~ 1857. 
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M smile soon faded however. So 
did herrif Quinlan's, caught in a vicious 
cross-fire between Albee and the book-
store. Relinquishing my fantasy to the 
back of my mind to grow and nurture it-
self, I wandered back down to the post 
office. To my surprise there were two 
slips of paper evident through the little 
box, and I pulled these out quickly. The 
first was a notice from the dean's office 
concerning the underpriveleged program 
at Bard, and the second was the inevitable 
criteria sheet. I stepped through the doors 
and unfolded the sheet in the sunlight. I 
began to read, and symbolically the sun 
slipped behind the clouds. I began to feel 
that there was greater force behind all 
this agony, and with my hands shaking 
I saw those few expected lines.· .. 
.. . . . You have a tendency to wander 
meaninglessly through your work ... " 
It wasn't signed, rather the name 
was typed out. It was what I had come to 
xpect, though. Showing proper respect 
I rolled the sheet into a ball and drop 
kicked it into a nearby bush. Instant! 
feeling better, I wandered meaninglessly 
up to the coffee shop. As I walked through 
the doors I was immediately struck by the 
thought that with a little foresight it would 
be perfectly possible for me to spend my 
ntire day eating in a Slater establishment. 
From dining commons to coffee shop and 
back for the whole day. It would be almost 
as safe as staying in my room. And I 
didn't have to d eal with the janitor in the 
coffee shop, only the several ladies with 
irrepressible smiles and incredible levels 
of tolerance. Resolving to find a quiet seat 
in the corner, where I wouldn't have to 
stretch to much to see the people come 
through both doors , I entered the coffee 
shop -and stepped on a dog's tail. The dog 
squealed and disappeared under a table 




but for a second I thought that his mistress 
would take a hunk out of my leg. Apolog-
izing profusely, I backed into a cup of cof-
fee. The blisters would disappear in a 
f w da s I thought. 
I finally found a seat, and settled 
back to watch the people. But before I 
really had time to see anybody, I was join-
ed by a friend of mine .... I started the 
conversation ... 
"Hi. whadya do this weekend? .. 
"Oh, not much ... "his eyes wandered 
around,' A little grass, hash, and some 
dynamite acid." 
111 mean, did you do anything this 
weekend ?11 
"Why, sure , have you met this dyna-
mite chick the on with the blond hair, 
WOW.•• II 
111 mean, did you do anything out of 
the ordinary ?11 
" o ... why ? 1• 
111 was just wondering. 11 He left, chas-
ing after some assignment, and I decided 
to try the coffee shop some other day, and 
went back outside and sat on the grass. 
I pulled out the paper on the underpri-
vileged program at Bard and began to read. 
It seemed like a good idea, bringing·disad-
vantaged kids to Bard, I thought, think of 
all the advantages of the Bard education. 
You get seminars with only thirty-six oth-
er eager faces. Sometimes the teacher 
even knows your name by the time mid-
terms roll around. You get individual att-
ention, even if it is by your next door neig-
hbor who took the course last semester, 
and invariably got a bett r grade than you' 
re getting even though you're using all 
his papers. You get criteria sheets from 
teachers who believe you'll work harder if 
you get a C plus, rather than the B you de-
serve. You learn how to write a paper 
full of ridiculous facts for one teacher. 
and one full of ideas for another and God 











help you if you ever get the two mixed up. 
And think of the other aspects of Bard. 
You can waste your money getting yourself 
drunk down the road, or ou can al 
over to your friendly neighborhood pusher's 
room, and bey some dope, that all your 
friends and all their relatives will quickly 
smoke, suort, drop or shoot, to the extent 
that it's gone before you've gotten off your-
self. And if all of this fails, you can alw-
ays go over to Robbins around three in the 
morning, and carouse around. The infirm-
ary always carries a lot of penicillin, so 
you needn't worry too much. Or you can 
go sit up in front of Stone Row and watch 
the dogs fight. Just think of all of the pos-
sibilities. 
I heard a voice above me, and looking 
into the sun, I was able to discern a smile 
and some blond hair. Throwing up all my 
defense mechanisms, I motioned !Jer be-
side me and she sat, asking me how I was. 
'My shoulder hurts,' I said, for lack of 
anything better, and in a second she was 
rubbing the muscles for me. A record be-
gan to play, and she began to rub in time to 
the music. Perhaps, I thought, an under-
privileged program at Bard wouldn't be 
such a bad idea ... 











mong e variety o problems presented to us as Bard stud-
ents, the least of these is certainly not that of interpersonal rel-
ations with our friends, our professors, and the big, evil world 
outside the gates. More than ever iJefore, I think, Bard students 
have become generally aware of the necessity of breaking down 
the psychological barriers between themselves and the world ar-
ound them. We are not alone in our quest, it is a problem of this 
generation, and a problem whose answer statesmen, artists, 
teachers and executives in the big culture-machine are searching 
for. 
Many students have been made aware of new concepts in psyc-
hological methodology through various sources, not the least of 
which is the Esalen Institute in California. I think, then, that the 
arrival of a book entitled JOY by Dr. William C. Schutz should be 
made known to everyone. Dr. Schutz' s book describes in simple 
clear-cut language, the methods that have been discovered through 
experimentation and study at the Esalen Institute, for increasing 
the individual competency in dealing with the growing social pro-
blem of communication and identity-maintenance in this neurotic 
USA of the 1960's. 
JOY is a book of 223 pages, divided into six sections. The 
first section states the 'quest,' and begins with the sentence: 'If 
there is one statement true of every living person it must be this: 
he hasn't achieved his full potential.' And later, 'The theme of this 
book is joy. The theories and methods presented here are aimed 
at achieving joy. Joy is the feeling that comes from the fulfillment 
of one's potential. ' 
The problem is seen as one of understanding the nature of the 
words 'fulfillment,' and 'potential.' The obstacles to the under-
standing of 'fulfillment of potential' are described, and the con-
dition of our society is shown to be the result of the idea in the 
minds of modern men and women that they are conquered and sub-
dued by mass-education, mass-society, technological intrusions 
upon the simplicity of life, and our old friend ALIENATION. 
JOY , then, is an intellectual alternative to repression, neurosis 
and organically stimulated oblivion. 
Having stated the problem and the quest, Schutz goes on the 
expound the methods of his theory in three chapters, 'The Body, ' 
'Personal Functioning,' and 'Interpersonal Relations.' The first 
of these explores the means whereby we may overcome the feel-
ings that so often create physical tension and nervousness. The 
second centers on the nature of the creative processes and attem-
pts to increase creativity in the individual by development of five 
photo by schnee 
abilities necessary for the exploration of the creative abilities. 
These five aspects subtitled, freeing or acquisition; association· 
expression; evaluation; and perseverance, create within them-
selves a body of methodological processes by which anyone (and 
especially we - as students) may increase our creative abilities 
and perceptions. 
The third part of Schutz's psychology of Joy involves that as-
pect of self-awareness which I think is most relevant to the pro-
blems which we experience at Bard, Interpersonal Relations. The 
number of 'hangups' that we put each other through in one semest-
er seems not only incredible, but more important, unnecessary 
and restricting to our experience here. The problems particular 
to our lives at Bard are mainly in dealing with the members of 
the opposite sex. I do not pretend to understand the complex inter-
weavings of sexual and intellectual 'hangups' that go on around me, 
but it must be obvious to all of us that there is too much 'up-tight-
ness' between people on the campus. Communication fails in many 
cases only because of competative intellectual and social ideas 
which create barriers and insecurities between us which have 
caused many of us to miss opportunities for friendship, love and 
intellectual stimulation and involvement. Dr. Schutz describes 
relationships between people as having three principal factors, 
incl us ion; contra~ and affection. 
Everyone has within himself the need to be 'included' in the 
thoughts and lives of others, he needs to feel that he has some 
amount of control over the people around him, and he needs to feel 
that others desire to give him, and take from him, affection, love, 
and friendship. The chapter explores the means whereby a group 
of people can better understand their individual needs, motivations, 
and social interactions through 'encounter' and contact with each 
other, and hence with the internal self and its problems. This 
chapter is made especially relevant to the reader by the inclusion 
of several first-hand accounts of reaction to experimental group 
methods, given by people who have experienced the Esalen psych-
ological experiences. I find these fascinating, for the highly per-
sonal accounts reveal to me as much about myself as do the de-
tailled passages of explanation themselves. 
I shall not go further into the revelation of the content of 
JOY because at this point the book itself must show its own value. 
Above all, let me say again that the purpose of this essay has been 
to introduce to everyone at Bard a theory and an idea which may 
well be the psychological '-epiphany' that we have been waiting for. 
Dr. Schutz opens doors that were previously not only closed, but 
probably not even noticed. 
On Saturday evening, April 5, with 
most of the college in New York for the 
peace demonstration, the Coffee Shop was 
hit by the first food raid of the Spring 
Semester. The unknown invaders, accord-
ing to Mr. Roberts, the Slater manager, 
spent a few hours inside the shop, satia-
ting their hunger with liberal doses of 
ice cream, soda and cakes. Their meal 
completed, they made off with everything 
they could carry, including about 6 or 7 
gallons of ice cream and 4 cases of soda. 
Damage could not be estimated precisely, 
but Mr. Roberts stated that it cost about 
$80-90 to replace the stolen food. 
This latest raid is one more in a 
series begun last semester when the shop 
was hit five times. The record haul was 
$150. 00 cash taken early in September, 
1968. Mr. Roberts said that he had no 
objections to giving people food if they 
were hungry - he cited giving comple-
mentary passes to the Hog Farm people 
over the week-end - but he said he was 
prepared to wait inside the Coffee Shop each 
night until another raid occurred in order 
to catch the vandals. Other methods, such 
as a night watchman or automatic cameras, 
were suggested and he indicated that he 
was considering using them in an effort 
to plug this drain on Slater resources. He 
did reject a suggestion from one student 
that he raise prices to compensate for 
the stolen food. 
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sullers vandalism 
The main problem is money. The con-
tinual losses, both from the Coffee Shop 
and from Dining Commons, are biting 
deeply into an already thin budget. To 
illustrate this point, Mr. Roberts quoted 
some figures from last semester and this 
one: last semester about 1680 salad bowls 
were lost ($672. 00); this semester, the 
day the juice machine was inaugurated, 
approximately 120 gallons were used, 
some by students who took a few glasses 
and left most undrunk and others who 
carried juice out in order to drink at 
their leisure. Another loss is covered 
by the college in that it pays for the silver-
ware. The rud.get allocated for that ex-
penditure was used up last semester. 
These losses cut into the budget, so 
college food must continue to be prepared 
on equipment Mr. Roberts referred to 
as inadequate for 150 students, let alone 
620. He mentioned a grill with a heating 
coil for half the cooking surface. The food 
Slater purchases is Grade A - top grade 
meat, real rather than powdered eggs, 
fresh frozen instead of· canned vegetables, 
The poor quality some students complain 
about is due to faulty and outdated equip-
ment. He warmly praised the chef who does 
a superhuman joh, working about twelve 
hours a day seven days a week, sometimes 
starting lunch on one side of the grill 
while frying breakfast eggs on the other. 
There were two chefs once, but the other 
one quit. 
ovelist John Hawkes read and comme-
nted on his works at the John Bard lecture 
presented by the Division of Language and 
Literature. Mr. Hawkes opened with some 
remarks on a graffiti he had found in the 
lavatory of a home on campus which said, 
'Why does man do this to himself? Look 
around you -- walls, we don't need them.' 
Mr. Hawkes said, 'I couldn't help but think 
of myself within the confessional walls, 
within the large lavatory, within the des ir-
able (mansion), within a landscape in which 
we should all be living together ... ' 
He said he was obsessed with children, 
animals and love. The passages which he 
read all dealt with these three broad catago-
ries. 
A critic had said that Hawkes' fictional 
worlds were 'landscapes of sexual apathy.' 
To this he replied, 'Perhaps in some way 
or other I've been working my way out of 
that landscape into something a little more 
interesting. Clearly enough however, 
that kind of apathy might well be taken as a 
larger figure for the spiritual state that we 
are still in, unfortunately, except, perhaps, 
for the possibilities offered by younger peo-
ple.' 
Mr. Roberts is understandably con-
cerned with the tightening fiscal squeeze. 
Though Slater is a multi-million dollar 
operation, each division must hold up its 
end. Bard is not one of their blue ribbon 
customers. If the losses increase, his 
job is forfeit. Eventually Slater will 
weigh debits and credits. If it decides 
to drop Bard, the student body might find 
some difficulty in contracting another firm 
as inexpensive and as quality-oriented as 
Slater. Mr. Roberts said that he wanted 
to serve better food - for example, have 
a few varieties of eggs in the morning in-
stead of just scrambled eggs and pancakes-
but a qualitative increase is impossible 
unless they get better equipment. As it 
stands now, the quality of the food is the 
best available under existing conditions. 
If he had the equipment he needed, Mr. 
Roberts promised meals on par with the 
highly praised Seder dinner given last 
Friday. But, he concluded, it is up to 
the students. If they want really good 
food, they should restrain themselves 
from removing salt-shakers and trays. 
If they' re determined to do such things, 
he said, they shouldn't bitch about the 
food they get in Dining Commons. 
c. s claremont 
His firs book, The Cannibal , was insp-
ired by an article which appeared in Time 
magazine, which he called 'one of the most 
odious of all publications,' about the debau-
cheries of a real cannibal in Breman after 
the war. The Lime Twig was written be-
cause of a newspaper article about legalized 
gambling in Britain and the 'idea of a gover-
nment trying to allow its entire populace to 
buy dreams. ' 
Mr. Hawkes read a passage from The 
Lime Twig about Rencher, a man who had 
devoted his entire life to his mother and 
tries to relive his youth through a young ma-
rried couple. 'It seems to me,' he said, 
'that fiction ought not only to give us things, 
to provide joy, it ought also to tax us, to 
help us to test our own capacities for love 
~d compassion. It seems to me that any-
one who ridicules Rencher for drawing red 
circles around his eyes (with the young 
wife's lipstick) is diabolical. I believe in 
Rencher. I believe in Rencher' s love. I 
think we ought to be able to love the most 
malformed scrap of living tissue. It seems 
to me that's why we' re here and that love 
in any form whatsoever is valuable.' 
Mr. Hawkes also read from Second 
Skin and a new novel tentatively called The 
Blood Oranges. --
m ichael roddv 
ii you liked the incaoacilator, you·111ove tne assassin 
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MID-HUDSON COLLEGES CALENDER 
May 8 
Theatre on Theatre. U-Tri-C Players spo-
nsoring three professional actors - Jayne 
Loyd-Jones, Virginia Downing, John Leigh-
ton - doing themes on the progress of the 
theatre. Ulster, Room 415, John Burrou-
ghs Science Bldg. , 1: 40 pm. 
Lecture by Dr. Eugene Callender on 'The 
Summer Months Ahead'. Dutchess, Falcon 
Hall, 1:00 pm. 
Lecture. 'The Unity of Natural and Social 
Sciences' by Sidney Morgenbesser, Prof. of 
Philosophy, Columbia Univ. Vassar, Tayl-
or Hall, 8:00 pm. 
Faculty Recital by Curtis stotlar, piano. 
Vassar, Skinner Hall, 8:30 pm. 
May 8, 9, 10 
Performance of Between Two Seas by War-
ner LeRoy. Sponsored by Marist College 
Theatre Guild. For reservations and furthm 
information call 471-3240. Marist, theatre, 
8:30 pm. 
Recital of Chamber Music by students of 
Dept. of Music. Vassar, Skinner Hall, 
8:30 pm. 
May 11 
:Performance of Between Two Seas , Marist, 
Theatre, 2:30 pm. 
Marist College Film Program, 1968-69. 
The Many Faces of the Movies. Opera film: 
Tales of Hoffman, starring Moira Shearer, 
Marist, Theatre, 8:00 pm. 
May 12 
Spring Concert by the DCC Chorus and In-
strumental Ensemble. Dutchess, Dutchess 
Hall Theatre, 8: 0 0 pm. 
May 13 
East-West Studies lecture, 'The U. N. and 
World Order' by Prof. Channing Liem. 
Bennett, Matthison-Kennedy Auditorium, 
1:00 pm. 
Intellectual Feast sponsored by Social Sci-
ence Chili with speakers on political issues. 
Ulster, Plaza, 1:40 pm. 
Music Dept. presents Faculty Concert . 
Bard, Bard Hall, 8:30 pm. 
May 14 
'Circus in the Sky'. New Paltz, Planetari-
um, 7:45 pm. 
May 15 
East-West studies film. Nuclear Power in 
World Politics. Bennett, Matthison-Kenne-
dy Auditorium, 1:00 pm. 
Reader's Theatre, Ulster, Room 210, Jac-
ob A. Hasbrouck Bldg., 1:40 pm. 
IF EVERYBODY COMES TO POSSESS KNOWLEDGE, 
IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO LEARN TO LIVE 
IN A SPIRIT OF MODESTY, TO LEARN TO THINK 
AND WORK AND ACT IN A MODEST WAY, WITH 
NO FEELINGS OF SUPERIORITY TOWARD OTHERS 
C'-1 
..... 
Bertrand Russell says: 
•-'' 
--..-,.....!.. -
-- .· ,,•1,.:_ -
~-:-:-o/ ·:::::_~---
,.,. 
Looking for an organization with truly 
vital benefits? It's called the Church of 
Universal Brotherhood and for $12. 50 
(strange price?) it will provide the legal 
framework which will identify the payee as 
an ordained minister. CUB' s function is 
to test the privileges of the clergy in this 
co_untry with specific reference to being 
drafted into the army. This church also 
provides: 
l) the freedom and protection of 
a church in the use of Holy Psychedelic 
Sacraments. 
2) The social prestige attendant 
on an honorary degree as Doctor of 
Divinity. 
3) The privilege of marrying 
people, counseling, visiting the sick, and 
presiding over the American Way of Death. 
4) Travel discounts given by 
carriers to the clergy. 
5) A legal device by which one can 
acquire and use tax-free gifts to operate 
a tax-free business where all profits go 
to the church (you '. ) 
According to the awarding institution, 
you receive a package containing an hono-
rary degree as a Doctor of Divinity which 
is valid in all states and territories, plus 
a booklet explaining how to make the most 
of it. For more information, write to 
Church of Universal Brotherhood, 6311 
Yucca street, Hollywood, California. 
THE NEW SCHOOL COLLEGE 
is the senior college of the New School for Social Research, an urban university 
located in Greenwich Village with all of New York City for it campus. There 
are three main New School units. One is the Graduate Faculty, a leadinl( center 
in the Social Science that offers training to 2,400 masters and doctoral students 
under cholars like Economist Robert Heilbroner, Political cienti I au! K. 
Padover, and Philosopher Hannah Arendt. A second is the New School evening 
division, which provides a vast range of courses, workshop , and lecture for 
some 12,000 ew Yorkers annually, and serves as a major cultural center for the communi1y-a1-
large with programs of concerts, films, modern dance and art exhibitions. The newe I unit is the 
NEW SCHOOL COLLEGE 
an undergraduate program, limited to 500 students. The College offer a two-year program for 
stlldents who have already completed their sophomore year elsewhere, and who are intere ted in 
earning their B.A. with emphasis in humanities or social science, in a program which considers 
undergraduate education important in itself. 
Instead of lectures, every class in the College is designed a a seminar, with about twenty students 
sitting around a table to learn through participatory di cus ion. Jn tead of textbooks, the student 
confronts the actual works produced by great minds of the past and the pre ent-Aristotle and 
artre, Freud and Erikson, Sophocles and Pinter. Marx and Marcu e, hake peare and Picasso, 
Joyce and Antonioni. Instead of requiring its teachers to engage in specialized research and publi-
cation, the College has a faculty who e primary commitment is to teaching, and it frees them from 
extrinsic demands o that they can concentrate their talents on the instructional program. Instead 
of taking a collection of unrelated courses, students take a Divisional Program-a set of course 
designed by the faculty to fit together into a total educational experience. And instead of a "major," 
each student pursues his own Individual Study Program, in which he investigates, in considerable 
depth and over a two-year period, a problem of his own choosing under the guidance of a tutor. 
The tudent takes three year-long courses during his first year and two year-long courses during 
his ~econd. This con titute his Divisional Program. The rest of hi time i spent in Individual Stud-
ies, which he initiates during his first year and pursues for half of his time during his second year. 
THE DIVI IO L PROGRAM: Unlike most 
colleges, we are not divided into specialized 
departments like English, History, or Psychol-
ogy. We have only two Divisions-the Humani-
ties and the Social Sciences. The entering 
student normally elects to study in either the 
humanities or the social sciences, but may 
choose to work in both. 
The ignificance of this unorthodox Divi-
sional structure is twofold. It means that the 
student take courses at an advanced level that 
are genuinely interdi ciplinary rather than nar-
rowly pecialized. And it means that the student 
i free, in the Individual tudy portion of his 
program, to inve ligate a problem that defies 
the boundarie of conventional department , 
perhaps cutting across philosophy and drama, 
or psychology and economics. 
THE H MA ITIES: The humanities com-
prise all the creations of man-in music, paint-
ing, and literature, in history, science, and 
philosophy. Yet at mo t colleges, a student who 
wishes to study these creations at an advanced 
level must limit himself arbitrarily to the study 
of a ingle kind, and even to a single country 
or period. There is no "department" at most 
college that will allow him to major in both 
Thomas Mann and Dostoyevsky, both Pinter 
and Proust. And even when he limits his study 
to one of these figures. the intellectual tools 
that he requires for exploring the ideas of that 
writer in depth can only be acquired by taking 
cour es in still other departments-philosophy 
or theology or psychology. Similarly, a student 
who major in the conventional philosophy de-
partment cannot develop, within his specialized 
courses, the aesthetic sensitivity that he ne<!ds 
to penetrate fully the philosophy of thinkers 
such as Plato and ietz che and Heidegger, 
who e philosophic visions are expressed by 
means of image, myth, and dramatic action no 
less than by rational discourse. It is for the e 
reasons that our study of the humanities is in-
terdisciplinary rather than fragmented into de-
partmental "majors." 
We have designed a et of courses that fit 
together into a comprehensive investigation of 
the creations of man. It is possible for us in 
a single course to juxtapose a treatise by Kant, 
a novel by Barth, and a movie by Godard in 
order to deal fully with the problem under in-
vestigation. The emphasis ;s less on assembling 
information about particular work than on 
discovering the methods of understanding and 
appreciation that can be applied to any work. 
The goal is to provide tools of analysis that 
will extend the student's insight into the hu-
manities when he pursues his own Individual 
Study. 
THE SOCIAL SCIE C : The most worth-
while research in the social sciences tends to 
involve two or more specialties simultaneously. 
Schumpeter was an economist, but Capitalism, 
Socialism and Democracy is -as well philo-
sophic, political and historical. Myrdal is an 
economist, but The American Negro draws on 
many fields. Arendt is a philosopher, but To-
talitarianism is historical, sociological and psy-
chological. And current efforts to under tand 
such diverse phenomena as the underdeveloped 
nations, fascism, poverty, and hippies look to 
all of the social science disciplines. We have 
therefore constructed an upper-level program 
in social science that is totally interdisciplinary. 
The emphasis is on formulating new prob-
lems rather than learning the answers to old 
problems, on mastering the methods by which 
truth can be discovered rather than memo-
rizing the truth already known, and on under-
standing the eminal concepts that have proved 
to be especially suggestive in illuminating so-
cial reality. The problem studied in this pro-
gram, as well a ihe readings. exhaust no 
universe. establish no canon. define no ortho-
doxy. They provide a strong foundation on 
which the student can build his Individual 
Study program. 
THE I DI IDUAL STUDY PROGRAM: 
One-quarter of the junior year and one-half 
of the senior year are re erved for individual-
ized study. The student pursues his own spe-
cial interests under the guidance of a faculty 
tutor and by means of the analytical tools he 
is developing in the Divisional Program; his 
work generally culminates in a written paper. 
Some students form ther own seminars or en-
list members of the faculty to offer special 
courses; others take courses from the vast 
programs, graduate, undergraduate, and adult, 
available at the New chool for Social Re-
earch-cour es taught by such visiting special-
ists as Paul Douglas, Rollo May, Bayard Rustin, 
Leslie Fiedler Lee Strasberg, Allen Gin berg: 
and others choose to work independently of 
any course structure, under the direct super-
vision of their tutors. The possibilities for In-
dividual Study are initiated by the student 
himself and limited only by his imagination 
and intelligence. 
THE I TER-DIVISIO AL CORE: At the 
center of the Divisional Program are the 
cour es in which students and faculty from 
both of the Divisions come together for inten-
sive collaboration on common concerns. Per-
haps no other aspect of the College embodies 
as radical a departure from the dominant 
trends in American education as this one, which 
we call the Inter-Divisional Core. Its purpose 
i to discover new intellectual arts for dealing 
with the problems men confront when they 
trv to know and act. We conceive these in-
teilectual arts as modern adaptations of the 
old "liberal arts," whose original function was 
10 "liberate" men from old ways of eeing 
and doing. 
The readings in these courses are drawn from 
all the areas of knowledge-humanitie , social 
sciences, natural sciences, and philosophy. They 
are selected to shed new light on some of the 
fundamental issue underlying all knowledge 
and activity, issues like the relation between 
fact and value, theory and practice, subjec-
tivity and objectivity. thought and action. In a 
rigorous and serious manner, the courses in-
vestigate que tions like the e: Are there "arts" 
of di covery-intellectual strategies for hilting 
upon new solutions to problems? Are there 
any "hard fact " in the world-facts that can't 
be altered by the perspective from which they 
are.viewed? Is there a method for making one-
self into an innovator rather than a passive 
transmitter of outside forces? 
THIS PROGRAM is now three years old. It has 
drawn students from over 300 colleges and 
universitie throughout the U.S. Although it 
emphasizes the value of education for its own 
sake, substantial numbers of its graduates have 
been admitted to top-ranking l(raduate chools. 
Tuition and fees are 1700. Most of the stu-
dents live in private quarters near the School. 
We do not provide housing. We have no gym-
nasium. Only teachers, students, classrooms 
and books. 
--------------, I .,,,:,;.-, Admissions Office S I ,:::::• ,:::, THE NEW SCHOOL 
I .... , ,,,,, I ':~} ;~:f• COLLEGE 
I ,_ ... NEW SCHOOL FOR SoctAL RESEARCH I 66 West 12th Street I New York, N.Y. 1001 t I 
I Please send me the Bulletin and application for the I I New School Collea•. I 
I I am now attendina ___ -· ·-· I I (Co/1,g, or Uni1·,rslty) I 
I 
Name __ I 
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WE HAVE A SPECIAL JOB JUST FOR YOU! 
National Agency of Student Employment 
P. 0. Box 52492 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150 
Cash O Check O Money Order 0 
GENTLEMEN: PLEASE SEND 1969 SUMMER JOB DIRECTORIES CHECKED BELOW 
0 VACATION RESORT JOBS_____________________ ·--- S3.00 
Work with students ot .America's finest Resorts. 
I O FOREIGN JOBS .. SJ.00 Goin voluoble experiences abroad with pay. 
I 
O CAREER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES ______ _ _________ _ 
Start your career working with America's best companies. 
□ SPECIAL OFFER - Our latest bulletin which contains 
all three job fields plus a special job assignment for you. 
S3.00 
L __ P_1_ea_s_e_s_ta_t_e_in_t_e_re _  s_t_a n d_d_e_s_i_re_d __ 1 oc a_t_io_n_-_--_-_--_-_--_--_--_--__ $ 4_.o_of 
DEALER NEEDED FOR THIS AREA 
RELIABLE PARTY, MALE OR FEMALE 
for port or full time business. 
An opportunity to enter the mult1-million dollar replace-
ment field. 
THIS JS A PERMAMEMT BUSINESS, although ,, ,,,11 not 
interfere with your preunt employment. 
MO KNOWLEDGE OF TELEVJSIOM OR ELECTRONICS 
REQUIRED. Merely rutoclt the lote1t model free self. 
service tube testers with not,onolly odvertiud Sylvonio ond 
R.C.A. T. V. ond rod,o tubes. 
COLOR TV - CREATING ENORMOUS DEMAND ANO 
GROWTH THROUGHOUT INDUSTRY 
ALL ACCOUNTS ARE CONTRACTED 
AMD SET UP BY COMPANY. 
Company guoronteed discount 1n thu repeat busineu as-
sures exceptional ond profitable income for our dealer. 
We secure best locations such os retail stores, super 
markets, drug storu, service stations, etc. There is no sell-
ing or soliciting. Income will stort immediately. 
TO QUALIFY YOU MUST HAVE -
1. A sincere desire to increase your present income in your 
own business. 
2. An outo'"obile 
3. S2,290.UO to SJ,750.00 cash ovoilobfe For stock and 
equipment. Investment secured • 
.C. 6 to 10 hours ol spore time weelcly. 
EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH EARHIMG POTENTIAL 
INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY! 
Do not answer unless fully qualified for time and in-
vestment. 
for personal interview in your city, write and include 
phone number to: 
NU. TONE ELECTRONICS. INC. 
11901 OHve St. Rood· SuHe 212 
St. Lou,s. Mo. h314 l 
Compony Integrity Con Stond Rigid Investigation. 
SMITH 
..ah>,-. ille.. ~~in 
pride in PftC.CISION! 
c:r:aftsman$.Jiip inspires every on 
of vur':uechanics to proceed· wit 
prec~1on on, every job of auto 
repair. 
red hook' pl8-1500 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
OF 
RHINEBECK, NEW YORK 
IlANKING HOURS 
Monday through Friday- 9 to 3 
Friday evenings-6 to 8 p.m. 
MEMBER 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
CORPORATION 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
6IB9Mflcuw-etS 
@M wrleovs serviu<.!J 
27 n. broadway 
red hook 
open evenings 'til 7 
44 e. market st. 
rhinebeck 
open evenings 'til 6 
Rl,MM®ND 
LAVND~Y 
.,-- ~A!) lavAJ,,.,"f ~rvu.t, 
'/Rl)(JTEq,.REPHcn(J 




16 South Parsonage street 
Rhinebeck TR6-317 
WE DELIVER 
To Serve You: 
Automobile Loans 






Home Improvement Loans 
ight Depository Service 
Personal Money Orders 
Safe Deposit Boxes 
Travelers Checks 
U.S. Savings Bonds 
Drive - In - Bank:ing 
this last page never gets number 
land a"brial 
~)\?~t}imio~s\(!./:.:· .. .... , ..... ~ ..... 
pl 89421 
11 n. broadway, red hook, n. y. 
discount~ on all popular brands 
t1f =t:t,l ,:1;:~ 















route 9 red hook 
T. T. Walker ? ? 
toe-tapping Waker no less why any more . • 
the 
800KSTORf 
sells, rents, and repairs 
all 
TYPEWRbTEl\5 
RED HOOK DRUG 
STORE pl 85591 ... 
• free delivery ·•·••···· ... prescription specialists 
complete cosmetic line 

















and Offset Service 
70 WEST CEDAR STREET 
POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK 
GRover 1-3110-3111-3112 
•11Nf~LIINOGI .. Nlas 
• BROCHURES • ART DESIGN 
• BUSINESS FORMS • CIRCULARS 
• CATALOGUES • BOOKLETS 
DEPENDABLE PRINTING SERVICE 
SINS hlVIR 
18 south parsonage street 
rhinebeck tr66748 
authorized wilson dealer 
all types of sportswear 
guns tackle 
Beckman Arras 
•• • <119176 · 1011'1•••· -I 
]J o-tookAd RTE.44-55 SHOW-STARTS AT DUSIC 
SAWDUST 
TRAIL. 
specializing in steakb 
seafood 
route 9 north rhinebec"k •Ml'~, ... ,, tDOltl 
..... 
\ 
Rf: 9G Acros~ From 
pen Seven Days A Week g, 
Mon. -Sat. 5- Closing d. 
Sunday 1-10 n 
IW!MCl\!l 
✓-&MN live entertainme~t 
~ W every fri & sat mte 
8/10 mile north of bard 
free delivery to campus 
~7: 
pizza & italian cuisine 
PL 9 2578 
kitchen open 4 till closing 
wait a minute hold it one thing at a time 
J> 
linis 
LYC £ \J M Jhutc(. t\fl.4 Hool< 
APR. 30-MAY 6 
LEE MARVIN 
TOSHIRO MIRJNE 
tlo w {\,., \.L. So.An ii a'( • M "'( I\ 
(-JE:r-1,,1c..S 1 .. ,u9 l'\1'11'1.Sr., Svt1Df\'1 t 
.. ~H.LHott iou, Loe.a\ ~rd'..r1H'" 
ST/\ RR -<nuhe.. 1'.nini.be.c.l< 
._.,. 
PANAYISI0N:!> • TECHNICOLOR 
---and---
SM. ,1-4~u 1"u£.~. Ml\'/ \o -r .. \ ~ 
(.-,f.H,,-.C..S ,...,. 8 
A.c..~llem'i Awa,~ -w;nne.r 
1. . C..\"\f\RLY" 
-t 
I m 
BOB OOPE in 
"THE PRIVATE NAW 




Rtt·CA t-2000-Chikhn unct,, UflN 
SHOW STAaTS AT DUSIC 
APR. 30 - MAY 6 
--- f."E,D -on .. : 1.'1f.R R -po1.i1-i~ 






115 CARD STUD" 
MAY 7th- 11HOOK, 
LINE & SINKER 11 
-and- 11 BANOOLER0 11 
'THCA 
"YDf P!JK. 
ACIIES Of FIEE PAH 
Shows cont.from 7 to 11 PM 
NOW THRU MAY 20th 
Greetings 
~'An impertinent, 
delicious I little 
satire!" .., 
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